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My first mistake was submitting a single application to the most in-demand office in 

town. On March 3rd, I sent my resume, cover letter, and writing samples to Senator Bernie 

Sanders’ office, and then I sat back and waited. I waited an entire month without a care in the 

world.  

Because I had a connection in the office and met all the job requirements, because I 

showed enthusiasm, and because I submitted everything early, I figured I was a shoo-in. When I 

got an email directly from Congress (yes, Congress!) on April 2nd, I opened it with glee.  

I didn’t make the first round of interviews. 

 

********** 

 

“That’s the benefit of hindsight” came out of my mouth a lot this summer. Realizing I 

should have had at least one safety application? That’s the benefit of hindsight. Knowing I 

missed opportunities to find other options? That’s the benefit of hindsight. And understanding I 

should have asked for help sooner rather than later? You already know.  

After coming to terms with not having a fallback option in April, I was left scrambling 

for work. I hadn’t job hunted since I drove around town looking for Help Wanted signs in high 

school. I was so unrehearsed that I googled “law firm” and sent in applications to the results with 

the most interesting names. I searched for nonprofit openings on Craigslist. At some point, I 



landed on a website I’m still not sure was the real Department of Education homepage. My 

computer has been crashing a lot since I was there. 

Thankfully, I also have a wonderful mentor, Tom, who guided me towards jobs in local 

firms and nonprofits when I asked if he knew of any openings. Eventually I was hired for two 

part-time positions, one as a media intern at the Exodus Institute, the other as a research intern at 

the Stern Group. 

The Exodus Institute is a migrant advocacy nonprofit whose goal is to frame public 

discussions on immigration in a positive, pro-migrant way through film festivals, scholarships, 

and policy conferences. Here, I was a blogger and web designer whose duties included managing 

news updates, generating blog posts, and helping staff with messaging. I spent Tuesdays and 

Thursdays at an office near George Washington University, and worked alongside Anne 

Gallagher, the Institute’s associate director. 

The Stern Group is a political consulting firm founded and led by Dr. Paula Stern, a 

businesswoman and former advisor to Senator Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin. My job was to 

assist her researchers in compiling reports for clients like lobbying firms and political strategists. 

I worked at Dr. Stern’s home office on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, typically with 

another intern and a staff researcher, Ben Perkins. 

At first, I thought two part-time jobs would add up to one full-time job, but I quickly 

learned this isn’t the case. Working two part-time jobs still comes with the commute time, 

responsibilities, and know-how of a full-time job, but it also divides your attention in opposite 

directions as work rolls in from both organizations. I often found myself playing catch-up on 



assignments from one job while at the office of the other, detracting from whatever I was there to 

do.  

If I were to take two jobs again, I would begin the week with one and end it with the 

other, rather than alternating day-by-day. Alternating was taxing, while working on the same 

project over the course of a few days and then switching halfway through the week would have 

helped my focus. (That’s the benefit of hindsight!) 

 

********** 

 

At the Stern Group, one of my daily tasks was compiling updates on Ukrainian trade and 

politics for a client. Ben guided me through the process of finding trustworthy news sources, 

determining how each was biased, and then parsing through each for the most relevant stories of 

the day.  

It was impossible to grasp the news during my first few days—I had no idea which issues 

related to which, and who was a more influential political actor than another. Names and places 

blended together, and I was frustrated by how often I needed Wikipedia for help. I began to 

wonder why I couldn’t pick up new material the same way I did with American politics.  

Initially, I was stumped by the structure of the Verkhovna Rada, the legislative branch of 

Ukrainian government. Expecting a bicameral “house and senate,” I thought it strange that I 

could only find one legislative vote when researching a specific motion. Muscle memory led me 

to search “ukraine recent lower legislative house vote” and I was surprised that nothing returned.  



Before my summer with the Stern Group, the expectation of similarity between American 

and non-American governments clouded my judgement. I needed an equivalent to familiar 

institutions within others, rather than viewing systems different from my own as fully-formed 

and self-sufficient. It took me two decades to grapple with living in a bubble of Americentrism. I 

could have wept at the realization that Manifest Destiny had been injected into my bleeding 

heart, too! 

When I realized I had been searching in vain for a lower house that never existed, I was 

perplexed. But how does it work? I wondered, peeling through the results with a bad-tempered 

click. How can it be fair if only one group of legislators votes on an issue? And here was the 

problem: I thought that only what I was familiar with was “fair.”  

Americans pride ourselves on being the fairest of them all—infallible deliverers of 

justice, stewards of a divine system put into place by a few brilliant men. The American mythos 

is imbued with egalitarianism and a certain ecclesiastical flair, and we think ourselves quite 

saintly because of it. Is this what makes the American people unique? I don’t know. It is difficult 

to speculate from within the bubble.  

My earlier work this summer was diminished by its inability to reach beyond the known 

and into new systems of being. I can safely assume that the work I did before this summer was, 

too. How I reconcile these discoveries moving forward depends entirely on how willing I am to 

bear my biases in mind. I feel strongly that I learned something invaluable during my time in 

Washington, but I have only just begun the process of unraveling my own Americentrism. 

Hopefully the race gets easier after the first hurdle.  

 



********** 

 

Research at the Exodus Institute led me from detention centers along the U.S-Mexico 

border to rescue ships in the Mediterranean, and my focus was never tethered to one region, 

people, or form of migration. I did write-ups on news from across the globe, and the chance to 

study any issue which caught my interest was liberating. At Exodus, I was encouraged to pursue 

the stories I was drawn to and to write with passion about the topics I cared about. As I wandered 

from continent to continent, and from widespread issues to localized phenomena, I saw the 

connections between large issues and small, the back-and-forth of policy and people.  

In Greece, the rapid influx of Syrian refugees has created unprecedented tensions 

between citizens and immigrants. Modern Greeks are witnessing the largest refugee influx in the 

nation’s history, with 856,723 people arriving in 2015 at the height of the Syrian Civil War.  1

According to UNHCR, the UN’s refugee agency, 2019 arrivals “peaked in September, with 

10,550 asylum seekers reaching the Greek Aegean islands, most of them Syrian and Afghan 

families.”  Despite a decrease in arrivals since the crisis reached its zenith, anti-immigrant 2

rhetoric has grown, and legislation intended to curb migration has marched through Greek 

government unencumbered. Legislation seeking to lower immigration hurts all kinds of people 

seeking new citizenship—those who arrive in search of a new life, those escaping violence or 

poverty, and those simply in need of work. Most consistently, however, anti-immigrant measures 

harm those without citizenship anywhere.  

1 "Refugees/Migrants Emergency Response - Mediterranean, Greece". UNHCR. 13 February 2016. 
2 “Operational Portal.” Mediterranean Situation Portal. UNHCR. Accessed October 2019. 



Before my time at Exodus, I was unaware of statelessness. Call it ignorance, call it 

miseducation, or call it the privilege of secure citizenship, but I never imagined living 

undocumented and beyond all legal protection. There is no code of law which protects the rights 

of the stateless, so they are often the first and most ruthlessly exploited, facing threats of human 

trafficking, ethnic cleansing, and slavery. Oftentimes they reside within the borders of their home 

country, but have no documentation to prove they were ever there. Ten million people across the 

globe today are stateless, most of them displaced by war or lack of resources. This population is 

twenty percent larger than that of New York City.  

Many of those coming into Greece from Syria are stateless, with their identities either 

never recorded, or destroyed during the Civil War. Documenting incoming stateless people is 

notoriously difficult, and it is easy for individuals to slip through the cracks, either as 

unidentified entrants or as someone in need of help who cannot obtain it. With every passing 

news article on a new shipload of refugees seeking work in any form, or on stateless sex slaves 

being discovered in urban brothels, I began to see how one event might lead to the next.  

Statelessness opens a person up to exploitation in a variety of forms. Living beyond the 

reach of justice excludes one from fair employment practices and compensation following abuse. 

Those funneled into the world of sex slavery, for example, did not arrive there because they 

wanted to.  The freedom for belligerent parties to entice and bind the stateless to exploitative 3

labor is simpler than it may seem. A stateless person who has been enslaved cannot seek help for 

3 This is not the space to describe modern slavery in-depth, but further reading is encouraged. I 
recommend the following: (1) Underground America, Peter Orner (editor), Verso Books, 2008. (2) The 
Slave Next Door, Kevin Bales and Ron Soodalter, University of California Press, 2009. (3) Disposable 
People, Kevin Bales, University of California Press, 1999. 



fear of deportation—he or she has no choice but to continue working in the hopes of an eventual 

fair wage.  

I cannot say for sure if statelessness has a direct impact on my life, but statistics suggest 

that I have interacted with stateless people, and you probably have, too. Modern slavery has the 

peculiar feature of remaining largely invisible, a phenomenon so subversive that it is easy to 

believe it does not occur. In truth, the busboy at your favorite hole in the wall may not have a 

passport, and he may not be making fifteen dollars an hour because of it. The person who drops 

off your groceries might have gotten here on the good graces of a pimp. Perhaps even a dear 

friend of yours has been undocumented for years. You never can tell.  

I've recently learned to be more aware of these possibilities, and to ask myself why such 

circumstances arise in the first place. Privilege is never easy to reflect on, but I am glad I did. My 

life is made simpler by the fact that my citizenship is secure and comes with the full protection of 

the law. It is more difficult to pay me a non-living wage because I can prove when my employer 

violates their contract. Stateless people do not have these privileges, and their quality of life is 

diminished because of it. I am glad I had the opportunity to explore topics like these without 

restraint, because otherwise I might still be unaware of the strife faced by so many worldwide.  

 

********** 

 

Something strange happened as the summer went on. Advertisements on the Metro began 

featuring an astounding number of nonprofits. Boarding the train, I passed a recruiting poster for 

Doctors Without Borders. Leaving it, I bumped into a banner for the Red Cross. Over the course 



of the next few days, I saw more and more adverts like these, seemingly leaping from obscurity 

into the light of day. One bus stop was peppered tastefully with bright yellow donation pleas 

from Amnesty International. Another, plastered in white and soft-spoken blue, asked for only a 

few moments of my time with UNICEF. Everywhere I turned, someone whose statistics or press 

releases I had read over earlier in the day showed up on taxi roofs and in flyers posted around the 

Mall.  

Ukraine popped into my news feed for the first time around mid-June. Then it came up 

again. And again, and again. I found Ukraine in every publication and across every subject, 

lingering in neighborhood news and op-eds, floating from politics to art, art to trade, and film to 

infinity. Even when I wasn’t looking for it, it appeared. Then the newest Constitutional crisis 

came, and Ukraine moved to the front page. I remember laughing when I saw the news that day, 

feeling like the ass of some sort of cosmic joke. What a strange coincidence! 

Of course, there hadn’t really been a surge in the number of nonprofits taking out ad 

space, nor had Ukraine been absent from world news until this summer. The truth is that I had 

never paid much attention to these things before, so they had merely been filtered out by my 

mind. Psychologists call this the Baader-Meinhof effect, a phenomenon in which an idea, object, 

or pattern begins to appear in one’s life with increasing frequency as it is noticed more and more. 

Introduction to new ideas causes the phenomenon, sometimes subconsciously, but more often 

after direct interaction with a previously unknown concept.  

Prior to working in Washington this summer, I hadn’t thought much about politics 

beyond my own borders, nor had I considered the privileges of having secure citizenship. These 

are things I take for granted every day, and the Baader-Meinhof effect was an excellent 



illuminator of the privileges I chose to ignore. The more I wrestled with my own 

ignorance—even if subconsciously—the more my surrounding environment confirmed my 

unenlightenment. But ignorance is rarely isolated to the individual. More often, a strain of 

ignorance is common enough that it becomes a collective, systematic blind spot, feeding itself 

like the ouroboros feeds on its own tail.  

I faced biases I didn’t know I held over the summer. I saw them reflected back at me on 

the sides of passing buses and in pamphlets passed out by sidewalk volunteers. I have reckoned 

with a lot of privileges since starting college, but I only recently realized that I never took off my 

star-spangled spectacles in the process.  

As I gazed down at an incomplete election report concerning some backwater oblast, I 

felt a pang of disappointment, wondering why I had given up on it so easily. The deadline was in 

an hour and I was only a quarter of the way done. It had been sitting untouched in my to-do pile 

for days, and, frankly, I was hoping it would somehow go missing and I could forget about it. 

Apparently that wasn’t going to happen.  

Reopening the document, I read through the first few sentences, written long ago in a 

different state of mind. It was clear I had no idea what I was talking about, so I erased all of it 

and started over. That’s the benefit of hindsight. 


